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Multiscale out-of-equilibrium dynamics driven by pulsed laser excitation in spin-crossover
materials: A combined thermoelastic and mechanoelastic study
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In this paper, we present an elastic model coupled with a heat propagation process in order to reproduce the
out-of-equilibrium dynamics of spin crossover materials driven by femtosecond laser excitation: a multiscale
out-of-equilibrium dynamics driven by pulsed laser excitation in spin-crossover materials (thermoelastic step),
the thermal switching (thermal step), and the subsequent relaxation to the initial state on cooling. The simulations
were performed for open boundaries two and three-dimensional samples, composed of individual molecules
linked by springs, which stand for elastic interactions. This building-up of the samples allows the propagation
of elastic waves, which leads to accumulation of high spin molecules towards edges at the maximum of the
thermoelastic step. We first show that a simple model with a single “temperature” reproduces the thermoelastic,
the thermal step and the relaxation to the original equilibrium state. However, the too slow thermalization
of the lattice obtained in this model does not correspond to the experimental data. Therefore, to overcome this
drawback, we consider either an inhomogeneous photoexcitation or different “temperatures” for the lattice and
the spin states. The effect of the sample size, which prevents the existence of a thermal step in the case of
nanoparticles is also discussed, as well as the three-dimensional model.
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I. INTRODUCTION27

Spin crossover systems are metal complexes showing the28

unique ability to have two metastable spin states, high spin29

(HS) and low spin (LS), characterized by specific optical30

and magnetic properties, that can be triggered by using ex-31

ternal stimuli, such as temperature, pressure, light [1]. The32

smaller cohesion energy in the HS state determines longer33

coordination bond lengths and larger molecular volume. A34

first consequence of the change of molecular volume is the35

existence of elastic interactions between the metal ions, which36

if strong enough, leads to cooperative switching accompanied37

by a first order phase transition (hysteresis) with temperature,38

light or pressure as input parameters. This property is im-39

portant for practical applications, as the information storage.40

The thermal conversion from LS to HS state occurs at the41

critical temperature TC . The LS state, stable at low temper-42

atures, can be switched towards the long-lifetime metastable43

HS state by optical excitation of some specific charge transfer44

or metal-centred bands [2,3], with a light irradiation, by the45

way of the so called light induced excited spin state trap-46

ping (LIESST) effect [4,5]. Pulsed laser irradiation allows47

the control of this bistability in an ultrafast way, by induc-48
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ing out-of-equilibrium conditions [6–12]. In solids, the initial 49

femtosecond photoswitching is localized at molecular level 50

for few absorbing molecules towards HS state and triggers 51

a subsequent increase of the fraction of HS molecules at 52

longer time, driven by lattice expansion. This phenomenon is 53

known as thermoelastic step. Recent development of elastic 54

models for spin-crossover materials, which treat the molecular 55

volume variation accompanied by the spin state change and 56

elastic interactions between molecules, has clarified important 57

cooperative properties in spin crossover phenomena [13–20]. 58

It was demonstrated that this cooperative switching occurs due 59

to the propagation of the elastic waves, taking place on the 60

acoustic time scale, which corresponds to the ratio between 61

relevant spatial scale and the sound velocity in the medium 62

[8]. The amplitude of the phenomenon is measured through 63

the HS fraction, which is the proportion of molecules in the 64

HS state, denoted here by XHS. Yet more spectacular, the 65

elastic step can be followed, for appropriate photoexcitation 66

rates and system sizes, by the so-called thermal step, which 67

is a further increase of XHS, at a larger timescale due to the 68

propagation of heat deposited by laser excitation throughout 69

the lattice [21]. 70

In order to understand this complex out of equilibrium 71

behavior, where different degrees of freedom equilibrate over 72

different spatial and time scales, we should first clarify the role 73

of independent propagations of elastic waves and heat on the 74
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FIG. 1. Photoconversion to femtosecond laser excitation of LS
[FeIII(3-MeO-SalEen)]PF6 in the form of micro- and nanocrystals.
“hν” denotes the photoinduced step, followed by thermoelastic and
thermal steps.

macroscopic spin state switching and what actually represents75

the notion of temperature. The aim of this paper is to propose76

a realistic model able to reproduce both elastically-driven77

and thermally-driven processes, considering the propagation78

of the elastic interactions producing the local stresses at in-79

dividual molecules. The paper is organized as follows: first80

we present relevant experimental data, then we discuss the81

model, including the concept of different temperatures for82

the lattice and for the spin state and the simulation of the83

heat propagation. The main part of the paper is devoted to84

macroscopic and microscopic data for 2D and 3D samples,85

showing the effect of various parameters of the system.86

II. RESULTS87

A. Review on experimental data and theoretical concepts88

Typical experiments showing the nonlinear response of89

a spin crossover system to a femtosecond laser excitation90

are shown in Fig. 1 for [FeIII(3-MeO-SalEen)]PF6 samples91

of different sizes, which was reported in detail in Ref. [7].92

The fraction of molecules switched by light from LS to HS93

states, within less than 1 picosecond, depends linearly on the94

photon excitation density, as one absorbed photon switches95

one molecule [22]. For higher photoexcitation density (black96

circles – nanocrystals in polymer, red circles – hundreds of97

micrometer single crystal; in Fig. 1), a self-amplified transfor-98

mation towards HS state occurs within 10 ns, which is known99

as thermoelastic step. In addition to this first amplification, a100

second amplification is observed after a microseconds time101

in the case of single crystals (red and blue circles). In the102

case of nano-crystals (black circles), after the initial self-103

amplification, the samples relax back to the low temperature104

equilibrium state and no thermal step is observed. No thermal105

step was observed in the case of low photoexcitation (blue tri-106

angles). When the fraction of photoswitched molecules from107

LS to HS state is below a threshold, the LS ground state is108

recovered within 1 µs; in some cases a thermal step can be 109

noticed, even in the absence of a thermoelastic step. 110

The increase of the high spin fraction subsequent to pho- 111

toexcitation takes place in two steps, as we explain below. 112

During ultrafast laser irradiation, a large amount of energy is 113

locally deposited in every molecule photoexcited from LS to 114

HS state, which causes both the local switching of electronic 115

state and the molecular structural reorganization, together 116

with the coherent and incoherent activation of molecular 117

vibrational modes [23–25]. The LS-HS switching is accom- 118

panied by the increase of the molecular volume (metal-ligand 119

distance) within less than 1 ps, which first determines the 120

building-up and then the propagation of elastic interactions 121

between spin crossover molecules within the crystalline lat- 122

tice. This finally leads to the global lattice expansion, which 123

produces negative lattice pressures on individual molecules, 124

favoring the HS state of higher volume and resulting in a 125

fast switching of more molecules towards HS state through 126

a cooperative elastic process [26]. After this thermoelastic 127

expansion (thermoelastic step), HS fraction decreases for a 128

while. On the other hand, the energy deposited into photoex- 129

cited molecules, which far exceeds the amount needed for the 130

LS-HS conversion (20 meV), is transferred to the surrounding 131

lattice through vibrational cooling [27]. The distance between 132

“hot spots (photoexcited sites)” is small for homogeneous 133

excitation: namely, for 4% excitation one molecule over 25 134

absorb energy, which corresponds to one hot spot in a box 135

of 3 × 3 × 3 molecules. Therefore the energy redistribution 136

leads to a rapid homogenization (on the order of a dozen of ps) 137

of the temperature of the lattice through molecular vibrations 138

and phonon population [28,29]. This lattice warming can also 139

result in its thermal expansion. However, it should be noted 140

that the high spin state population becomes thermally equili- 141

brated with the lattice in a time of the order of 10 µs, which 142

corresponds to the “thermal step” in Fig. 1, much slower than 143

the thermalization of the lattice. Thus the difference of the 144

time scale of the thermalizations of lattice and spin state plays 145

an important role for the elastic step and the thermal step. 146

B. Models and discussion 147

1. The thermo-mechano-elastic model 148

In order to discuss both elastic and thermal steps in the 149

framework of a unified model, we use here a modified mecha- 150

noelastic model, which was previously applied to simulate the 151

elastic self-amplification alone. In this model, the molecules, 152

represented as rigid spheres, are situated in open boundary lat- 153

tices. The elastic interactions are simulated by springs linking 154

a molecule to its closest neighbors. When a molecule changes 155

its state, its volume varies, which results in an immediate elon- 156

gation or a compression of its closest springs, determining first 157

the motion of neighboring molecules and then the propagation 158

of the initial perturbation towards all the lattice. 159

The elastic simulations of spin crossover materials imply 160

two processes: the switch of spins and the change in molecular 161

positions [30]. The spin change may be performed either by 162

the way of Metropolis criterion or by an Arrhenius approach, 163

which is used here, as faster and more appropriate to dy- 164

namic phenomena. Because we study local spring interactions 165
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among molecules, the strain effect (elastic interaction) is au-166

tomatically taken into account,167

Therefore every spin change will influence both neigh-168

boring and, in a smaller extent, far-away molecules. In this169

way, a single elastic constant stands for both short-range and170

long-range interactions.171

Most of the simulations in this paper have been per-172

formed for a 2D rectangular shape system composed of 13 824173

molecules in a triangular configurational bonding. The Arrhe-174

nius molecular switching probabilities of the ith spin between175

the LS and HS states depend on the “temperature” T , on176

intrinsic material parameters (the HS-LS energy difference D,177

the degeneracy ratio g, the effective activation energy EA) and178

on the effective elastic interactions between molecules, repre-179

sented here by the way of the local pressure force pi acting180

on molecule i, and are explicitly given by in the following181

equations:182

Pi
HS→LS = 1

τ
exp

(
−EA − κ pi

kBTi

)
,

Pi
LS→HS = 1

τ
exp

(
−D − kBTi ln g

kBTi

)

× exp
(

−EA + κ pi

kBTi

)
, (1)

where τ is a constant scaling factor ensuring that the probabil-183

ities are below unity, and κ a scaling constant linking the local184

pressure with the activation energy. We have to strengthen that185

the local pressure force is the key parameter of the model, as it186

can dramatically change the steady state of the system. Using187

a Monte Carlo standard procedure, one decides if a molecule188

switches or not by comparing its transition probability with a189

random number η ∈ (0, 1). One Monte Carlo electronic step190

(MCES) is completed when every molecule has been checked191

once. After every MCES, the new positions of molecules must192

be found either by the mechanical relaxation of the lattice con-193

sidering small displacements on all axes, using a Nose-Hoover194

formalism [20] or, as used here, by computing the motion of195

molecules solving the following system of differential equa-196

tions for all molecules:197

m
d2xi

dt2
= Fi,x − µ

dxi

dt

m
d2yi

dt2
= Fi,y − µ

dyi

dt
, (2)

where xi and yi are the Cartesian coordinates of the molecule198

i, m is the mass of the molecule, µ is a damping constant,199

preventing the system to enter into an uncontrolled oscillatory200

motion, and Fxi, Fyi are the components of the instantaneous201

force
−→
Fi acting on molecule i given by the sum of the forces202

from the neighboring springs.203

The number of steps r to solve the system of coupled204

differential equations after every MCES is a key ingredient205

for the transient evolution of the system [26,31]. The value of206

r, tunes the different time scales of spin dynamics and lattice207

relaxation and is a measure for how fast the lattice relaxation208

is in comparison with individual molecular switching. A large209

r favours equilibrium distribution, specific for static phenom-210

ena, whereas a smaller r favours nonequilibrium distribution211

as in the case of fast phenomena subsequent to femtoseconds 212

photoexcitation experiments [30]. 213

The steady state of the system before photoexcitation is 214

generated by computing at least 5000 MCES at the given 215

temperature (i.e., at 145 K where most of the simulations 216

have been performed to reach the steady state correspond- 217

ing to a XHS of around 0.06). The material parameters used 218

in simulations, in line with standard experimental calori- 219

metric data for Fe(II) spin crossover systems [32,33], were 220

D = 1100 K, g = 1096, thus giving a thermal transition tem- 221

perature [D/(kB ln(g))] of around 157 K. The radius of HS 222

molecules is considered to be 0.22 nm, and that of LS 223

molecules 0.2 nm. The distance between centres of molecules 224

is 1.04 nm for two molecules in HS state and 1 nm for two 225

molecules in LS state. These values correspond to x-ray 226

experimental measurements for typical spin crossover com- 227

pounds [32,33]. The elastic constant of intermolecular springs 228

is 7 N/m, which generates a moderate cooperativity in the sys- 229

tem [34]. As in previous works, κ is taken 1450 × 10−14J/N 230

while τ = 1000 s−1 [11,13]. 231

Photoirradiation randomly transforms more molecules to 232

the HS state in addition to those in the steady state. The 233

temperature of the photoexcited molecules is increased by 234

%T = 100 K. The simulation starts immediately after the first 235

thermalization and deals with the second and third thermal- 236

ization, as described in the introduction. The heat propagates 237

through the sample following the Fourier’s law of heat con- 238

duction: 239

dQ
dt

= −k∇T (3)

with k denoting the thermal conductivity. Using the contin- 240

uous equation of the heat and the relation Q = ρcpT , the 241

equation of the distribution of the temperature is written after 242

a few transformations [35] as 243

dT
dt

= k
ρcp

∇2T = DT ∇2T, (4)

where ρ is the mass density, cp the specific heat at constant 244

pressure and DT denotes the thermal diffusion constant. 245

Equation (4) can be approximately transposed by a finite 246

difference method [35,36], considering two kinds of heat 247

transfer, i.e., the diffusion in the bulk of system and the heat 248

transfer to the bath (external), to the following equation of 249

lattice temperature diffusion: 250

dT i
L

dt
= −α

(
T i

L −
〈
T i

L

〉)
− β

(
T i

L − TB
)
, (5)

where T i
L is the lattice temperature of the ith molecule, ⟨T i

L⟩ 251

is the average of lattice temperatures for all neighbors of the 252

ith molecule, α is the diffusion coefficient, TB is the external 253

thermal bath temperature and β is the heat transfer coefficient 254

to the bath. By the second term at the right-hand side, which 255

is considered for only edge molecules, the lattice temperature 256

approaches the bath temperature from the edges to the inner 257

part. 258

The algorithm for simulations is then completed within 259

the thermoelastic model with the computation of temperatures 260

of every molecule considering Eq. (5), after every update 261

of all the spin state MCES after photoexcitation. Typical 262
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the system after ultrafast photoexcitation showing relaxation, thermoelastic step, thermal step and the final relaxation
to the ground state. (a) Snapshots of the system at the maximum of the thermoelastic step [(b) and (c)] and at the maximum of the thermal step
[(d) and (e)]. Spin states maps [(b) and (d)]: red circles: HS molecules, yellow circles: LS molecules; down: temperature map). Temperature
maps [(c) and (e)] blue: low temperature, red: high temperature

results of simulations using Eq. (1) coupled with Eq. (5),263

where T i
L = Ti are presented in Fig. 2(a) for coefficients264

α = 0.0005 MCES−1, β = 0.001 MCES−1, after 10% pho-265

toexcitation at 145 K. Both the thermoelastic and the thermal266

step were reproduced using these parameters and the distri-267

butions of temperature are marked in the figure with a color268

scale. Just after the photoexcitation, the newly switched HS269

molecules are subject to large local pressures, due to their270

increase in size, which determines the immediate compression271

of neighboring springs. These large pressures determine a272

small relaxation of the system, due the switching back of273

several HS molecules to the lower volume LS state exper-274

imentally reported [7,8]. The subsequent lattice relaxation275

leads to a decreasing of local pressure, which is a trigger276

for the thermoelastic step—the increase in number of HS277

molecules. Because the local pressure is smaller towards278

edges and corners due to geometric considerations (less neigh-279

bors), accumulations of HS molecules (small clusters) mostly280

appear in outer parts of the lattice [Fig. 2(b)]. Later on, the281

energy due the photoexcitation is distributed in the whole282

system and has the effect of the increase of the temperature283

of the whole sample above the critical temperature TC and284

a large number of molecules switch to HS state [Figs. 2(d)285

and 2(e)]. However, this slow thermalization over the whole286

lattice is not compatible to the experimental fact that the en-287

ergy is distributed very rapidly to the whole lattice uniformly288

as mentioned above. This problem will be resolved in the289

following. Finally, due to heat transfer to the external bath,290

the temperature in the system slowly decreases to the initial291

one and most of the molecules switch back to their ground LS292

state.293

As we have discussed in the previous paragraph, all the294

macroscopic phenomena are successfully reproduced within295

the present model. However, in the introductory part, we have296

claimed that the thermalization of the lattice is very fast,297

and happens long time before the thermal step, as discussed298

even in early works concerning the photoinduced molecular299

switching [37]. Within this aspect, the results presented in 300

Fig. 2(c) indicates a weakness of the present approach: we 301

notice that at the maximum of the thermoelastic step, the 302

distribution of the temperature in the lattice is very large; ac- 303

tually, the thermalization of the lattice is produced in the same 304

time as the thermal step. In order to avoid this drawback, we 305

propose in the following two alternatives of the current model 306

corresponding to different thermalization processes of differ- 307

ent subsystems. In previous works on ultrafast magnetism, 308

the different thermalization timescales and energy transfert 309

between electron, spin and lattice have been described through 310

different temporal evolution of their respective temperatures. 311

It was shown that they are equilibrated in the irradiated 312

material after a very short time (about 5 ps) [38–41] the 313

photoinduced out-of-equilibrium dynamics in Bismuth was 314

discussed in terms of equilibration of electronic and lattice 315

subsystems [42,43]. In the present work, we use an analogy to 316

describe multiscale thermal equilibration. 317

2. The thermo-mechano-elastic model including a two 318

thermalization sequence 319

The multiscale out-of-equilibrium dynamics induced by a 320

femtosecond laser pulse in spin crossover materials and the 321

subsequent thermalizations of the different degrees of free- 322

dom are different from what occurs in ultrafast magnetism or 323

coherent phonons, for which the energy is deposited on delo- 324

calized electrons which thermalize rapidly as heated up by the 325

laser pulse. Indeed, in the case of spin crossover materials, 326

the energy is locally deposited on switched molecules that 327

absorbed photons. We therefore consider different subsystems 328

– the “hot” molecules locally photoswitched from low to high 329

spin state due to optical excitation, the lattice heated up by 330

energy transfert and expanding due to molecular swelling and 331

the spin state of the molecules on the lattice, which equilibrate 332

on a different timescale. 333
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The difference between the equilibration times and the334

thermal step times suggests that the conversions driven by335

pressure and by temperature must be of different natures.336

While the local pressure excites the vibration modes implied337

in the volume change during LS-HS switching (spin states338

or breathing modes), the heat is transmitted from the lattice339

to all the vibration modes and, only in a subsequent process340

the spin state equilibrates. Indeed, this degree of freedom341

has longer equilibrations timescale and is therefore frozen342

on short timescales. Consequently, in order that the thermal343

transition takes place, an energy transfert is required from344

the hot lattice to the breathing modes, corresponding to the345

molecular reaction coordinate from LS to HS state, but the346

heated molecule needs enough time to explore the different347

molecular configurations and reach the maximum entropy HS348

state.349

The difference between the timescales of the lattice ther-350

malization and the macroscopic spin state equilibration with351

the hot lattice can be accounted for in the frame of our352

thermoelastic model by considering two temperatures: the353

“lattice temperature” (TL) which corresponds to all lattice vi-354

bration modes and the “molecular spin state temperature” (TS)355

to describe the thermal activation of the breathing vibration356

modes, which is directly connected to the LS-HS switching357

probabilities. We also denote as T ∗
S the initial temperature of358

photoexcited molecules and TB the temperature of the external359

thermal bath (cryostat, polymer, etc.) which corresponds to360

the initial (prior to photoexcitation) and final (after the relax-361

ation of the thermal step) temperatures. The energy transfers362

and “temperatures” (we use quotes as the concept of tempera-363

ture, necessary in the model, is different at the level of a single364

molecule) can be summarized as follows [see Fig. 3 (top)].365

(1) Ultrafast photoexcitation: the light transforms some of366

the LS molecules into hot photoexcited molecules with T ∗
S .367

(2) Photoexcited molecules release their energy towards368

neighboring lattice: first thermalization within tML ≈ 10 ps369

[7]. After this stage the molecular spin state temperature of370

photoexcited molecules and the lattice temperature are equal:371

TS (tML) = TL(tML) = TB + %T , while for the other molecules372

TL(tML) = TB + %T > TS (tML), where %T is the molecular373

temperature jump. It depends on the number of switched374

molecules as %T = nphoton%E , where nphoton is the density of375

photoexcited molecules and %E is the energy injected by a376

photon.377

(3) Lattice towards spin state: the energy transfert from378

lattice to molecule is responsible for a slower spin state379

switching, which is responsible for slower thermal population380

of the HS state within tSS ≈ 10 µs. In this stage, the spin381

temperature becomes close to the lattice temperature, and382

the conversion from LS to HS at nonphotoexcited molecules383

takes place. After this step, the global thermalization of the384

subsystems is reached with equal temperatures [44].385

(4) System towards bath: third thermalization within386

tB ≈ 1 µs–1 ms. In this step, the energy injected by photoir-387

radiation is released to the bath. This step ensures that the388

“temperatures” of the ensemble reaches the temperature of389

the bath (this time varies as a function of system size, and the390

process takes place from the border to the inner places of the391

sample), so that the system recovers initial equilibrium state392

prior to photoexcitation.393

FIG. 3. (Top) Schema for the behavior of the system after ul-
trafast photoexcitation: TS-like, molecular (spin state) temperature,
corresponds only to breathing modes; T ∗

S is the temperature of con-
verted molecules just after photoexcitation; TL , lattice temperature,
corresponds to all vibrational modes, TC is the critical temperature.
Before excitation, all subsystems have the same temperature, which
is the temperature of the bath TB. (Bottom) Simulations using the
mechanoelastic model for the 2D system and correspondence be-
tween the thermalizations and the elastic, thermal step and relaxation
towards initial state.

To be in accord with these statements, we need to extend 394

Eq. (5) to describe the equilibration of the spin state through 395

the equilibration of its temperature. Thus we introduce a 396

model in which Eq. (5) is phenomenologically coupled to the 397

equation of temperature diffusion from the lattice towards the 398

breathing (spin state) modes: 399

dT i
S

dt
= −γ

(
T i

S − T i
L

)
, (6)

where γ is the spin-lattice interaction constant. 400

Using this model with appropriate values for the ther- 401

mal coefficients (α = 0.005 MCS−1, β = 0.005 MCS−1, γ = 402

510−5 MCS−1), we have simulated the evolution of the system 403

presented in Fig. 3 (bottom). Let us analyze the evolution of 404

the system. Only a small spin state relaxation can be observed 405

just after photoexcitation (b mark in Fig. 2); due to the fact 406

that most of the photoexcited molecules are found in a high- 407

pressure environment, some of the HS molecules switch back 408

to the smaller volume LS state. However, the increase of the 409

temperature of the photoexcited molecule due to the laser 410

pulse prevents the switching back of more molecules. The 411

subsequent expansion of the volume of the whole lattice will 412

decrease the pressure on all molecules in the system, therefore 413

a large part of molecules, especially those on edge or corners, 414
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FIG. 4. Snapshots of a 2D system just after photoexcitation (a), during the small relaxation following the photoexcitation (b), at the
maximum of the elastic step (c), at the beginning of the thermal step (d), at the maximum of the thermal step (e) and at the end of the final
relaxation (f). Yellow: LS molecules, Blue, red, orange: HS molecules (from low to high temperatures, the scale is not the same for all figures).
The letters correspond to those marked in Fig. 3, bottom.

are in low pressure environment, which helps HS molecules415

to keep their state and LS molecules to switch to HS state. To416

this stage, the molecular spin state temperature stays almost417

constant and the observed effects are of an elastic nature,418

except the role played by the initial increase of temperature,419

as explained above. Therefore this increase of the HS fraction420

has been denoted as elastic or thermoelastic step, because it421

is a thermally activated process, which is driven by elastic422

interactions [7,26]. The next process, observed after a longer423

time, relies on the global evolution of the temperature of the424

spin states in the system as resulting from Eqs. (5) and (6). Its425

significant variation can be detected much later, when it will426

determine the thermal switch of more LS molecules and pro-427

ducing the so-called thermal step. The final stage corresponds428

to the release of all the energy due to photoexcitation in the429

system towards the bath, and system comes back to the initial430

equilibrium state.431

In Fig. 4, we present snapshots of the system, at different432

instants, before, during and after thermoelastic and thermal433

steps. The molecules are represented as circles with color434

depending on their state and temperatures. In Fig. 4(a), we435

notice the presence of two kinds of HS molecules: blue spins436

with low temperature which are already populated at thermal437

equilibrium at the temperature of the bath TB and red (or438

orange) spins with high temperature molecules which are439

switched by the laser. Figure 4(b) shows a configuration just440

after the small relaxation—the lattice volume stays unchanged441

at this step. There, the lattice volume stays unchanged at442

this stage, but due to the high pressure, many of high spins443

are converted to LS, and we see less density of high spins.444

After this high-pressure state, the lattice expands and some445

low spins converted to high spin state in the low pressure446

due to the expansion. Then, the reorganization of the lattice 447

takes place, forming small HS molecules clusters at edges or 448

corners, corresponding to the thermoelastic step as depicted 449

in Fig. 4(c). After this point, the spin temperature increases 450

and many low spins begin to be converted to the high spin 451

state. At the beginning of the thermal step [Fig. 4(d)] the 452

clusters formed during previous steps develop from corners 453

and expand towards the center of the lattice. Figure 4(e) shows 454

the configuration at the maximum of thermal step; at this 455

stage we notice that the system starts to cool down from the 456

edges to central part due to heat flow towards the environment. 457

Finally, at the end of the relaxation, the temperature of all 458

molecules came back to their initial temperatures, and only 459

few molecules thermally populate the HS state at TB, below 460

TC . In the system studied here, a local spin state is coupled to 461

lattice and patterns of HS and LS molecules appear. Similarly, 462

in a ferroelastic system [45], a coupling between strain and 463

electrical local dipole moments leads to a pattern formation 464

about polarity. Moiré-type patterns on the arrangements of HS 465

and LS systems, have been recently observed on thin layers 466

of spin crossover systems on substrates in appropriate elastic 467

models [46]. 468

The dependence of the thermal coefficients on the thermal 469

step are presented in Fig. 5. As we explained before, be- 470

cause the temperature variation during the thermoelastic step 471

is small, these coefficients do not influence the amplitude or 472

the position of the thermoelastic step. 473

The role of the internal coefficient γ is explained in Fig. 5 474

(top). When γ is large, the relaxation of TS to TL is fast, and 475

thus the displacement of the thermal step appears at smaller 476

values of the time. If the γ value is extremely large, the 477

thermal step merges with the thermoelastic step. Reversely, a 478
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FIG. 5. Dependence of time evolution of XHS on coefficients
(top) γ , (middle) α, and (bottom) β.

small γ changes the molecular spin state temperature slower479

than the heat is lost towards the thermal bath, and, conse-480

quently, no thermal step is detected. The effect of thermal481

diffusion coefficients α and heat transfer coefficient β are482

analysed [Fig. 5(middle and bottom)] and found to be quite483

similar. For larger values of α and β no thermal step is ob-484

served, which can be explained with data in Fig. 3 (top): the485

thermal step occurs when the spin temperature becomes larger486

than the transition temperature TC . For larger values of α and487

β, the decrease of molecular spin state temperature towards488

the bath is faster than its increase due to the energy received489

from the hot molecules via the lattice, so it does not reach the490

necessary TC . Reversely, a larger thermal step is found for a491

slight change of the heat exchange with the bath, when the492

energy of hot molecules has the time to be transformed into493

internal energy of individual molecules.494

Dependence on the amount of photoexcitation and on the495

size of the lattice are shown in Fig. 6. A smaller initial496

photoexcitation percentage (for example, obtained if using497

lower excitation density) does not allow the building up of the498

thermoelastic step. However, if the energy deposited initially499

FIG. 6. (Top) Dependence on the amount of photoexcitation. No
elastic step and no thermal step take place (if the amount of energy
transferred to the lattice is low). No elastic step, but thermal step
takes place (for a higher amount of energy inside the lattice). (Bot-
tom) Size effects: the thermal step is observed only in the case of a
larger system, for which the exchange with the thermal bath is slower.

on photoexcited molecules is high enough, then the temper- 500

ature of the whole lattice increases enough in order to allow 501

the presence of the thermal step, as experimentally shown in 502

Fig. 1 for the smaller laser power. A trivial case of neither 503

thermoelastic step nor thermal steps may be also obtained in 504

experiments. The effect of a small size of the crystal which 505

evacuate too fast the heat was also discussed in Ref. [12]. 506

In Fig. 6 (bottom), we present the size effects, simulating 507

the behavior of two systems with different sizes (13 824 and 508

3456 molecules), while keeping all other parameters in the 509

system the same. In a smaller sample the heat escape to 510

exchange with the bath is faster, and thus, in small samples, 511

the temperature will not surpass the critical temperature. This 512

corresponds to experimental data shown in Fig. 1, where the 513

thermal step is observed only in the case of crystals, and there 514

is no thermal step in nanoparticles. In addition, we notice 515

that in the case of the small sample the height of the elastic 516

step has the same value as in the case of the large sample, 517

but it shifts towards shorter times. This is due to the fact 518

that in a smaller sample the elastic wave reaches sooner the 519

borders of the sample. For the same reason, the relaxation 520

after photoexcitation is less intense. 521
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FIG. 7. Simulations using the mechanoelastic model for the 3D
system for two initial photoexcitation rates.

3. 3D simulations of the two thermalization scales model522

The 2D models can be considered to give a reasonable523

approximation for conceptual understanding of the phenom-524

ena, especially for layered spin crossover compounds with525

small interactions between the layers. However, several spin526

crossover systems present a three-dimensional structure, with527

the strength of interactions between planes on the same order 528

as within planes and therefore it is important to extend the 529

model towards 3D systems. Due to difficulties related to com- 530

plexity of the system and the increased number of molecules, 531

less studies have been devoted to modeling 3D systems except 532

some works with open boundaries [47–49] or on surfaces 533

[50–52]. In this section we use a rectangular cuboid system 534

composed of 11 layers of molecules in a face-centred-cubic 535

configuration. Each layer is composed of 1900 molecules in 536

a triangular configuration; every bulk molecule is linked to 537

its twelve closest neighboring molecules (six on the same 538

plane, three below and three above) by springs; molecules 539

on surface layers and those situated on the edge have less 540

neighbors. The probabilities and the thermal diffusion equa- 541

tions are similar as for the 2D case; we have to note that in 542

the 3D systems the molecules are allowed to move outside 543

their initial planes to produce more favourable energetic con- 544

ditions, leading to so-called buckling effects [47], which have 545

been treated in previous papers for 3D systems of various 546

shapes [48] or for monolayers of spin crossover molecules 547

on substrates, leading to moiré patterns [46]. In Fig. 7, we 548

present the whole curves obtained after 15% and 20% percent- 549

age photoexcitation, using the following transfer coefficient 550

parameters α = 5 × 10−7 MCES−1, β = 5 × 10−7 MCES−1, 551

and γ = 10−6 MCES−1. As in the case of 2D systems we 552

notice the well-defined presence of both the thermoelastic and 553

thermal step. The amplitude of the thermoelastic step is larger 554

FIG. 8. A snapshot of 3D system at the maximum of the elastic step (a), snapshots of the first (c) and middle layer (d). The dependence of
XHS on the position of layers are shown in (b).
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FIG. 9. (Left) Evolution of the system after photoexcitation for different light absorptions (right) Decrease of the photoexcitation
probabilities with x for different absorption coefficients ε. Snapshot of the system after photoexcitation for ε = 0.088.

in the case of higher initial photoexcitation, as previously555

observed in experiments [7] and simulations [10].556

We refer now to the configuration of the system during the557

thermoelastic step. As specified above, in a 2D system a re-558

organization of the molecules in the system is observed at the559

maximum of the elastic step, consisting of the accumulation560

of HS molecules towards edges and corners. We analyze here561

the molecular configuration at the maximum of the elastic step562

for a 3D configuration. In Fig. 8(a), we present a snapshot of563

the whole system after 30000 MCS, while the snapshots of the564

first and middle layers are presented in Fig. 8(c) and respec-565

tively Fig. 8(d). At first sight, we notice a higher proportion566

of HS molecules in the first layer comparing to the middle567

layer. A quantitative analysis showing the XHS for every layer568

is presented in Fig. 8(b) and confirms the initial observation:569

there are more HS molecules in the layers near the surface570

and their number decreases in the layers situated towards the571

center of the sample. Therefore we can conclude that in 3D572

systems the molecular reorganization is similar to the one 573

visible in 2D systems. 574

4. The case of inhomogenous photoexcitation 575

In this section, we refer to the simple thermo-mechano- 576

elastic model, including only the lattice temperature, but we 577

consider an inhomogenous photoexcitation, which can be ex- 578

pected in the case of sample with size of the order or larger 579

than the light penetration depth. The photoexcitation probabil- 580

ity can be written as P = exp(−εx), where ε is the absorption 581

coefficient and x is the distance of a molecule from the front 582

of irradiation. The effect of the absorption coefficient on 583

the distribution of the photoexcited molecules is depicted in 584

the right panel of the Fig. 9. In the same figure, we present 585

the evolution of the system keeping constant the heat transfer 586

parameters and varying the absorption coefficient. We find 587

that the homogenous case (ε = 0) gives a similar dependence 588

FIG. 10. (Left) Evolution of the XHS after photoexcitation for ε = 0.088 (a). Snapshots of the system at the maximum of the thermoelastic
step [(b) and (c)] and at the maximum of the thermal step [(d) and (e)], spin states map [(b) and (d)], and temperature map [(c) and (e)], using
the same scale as in Fig. 2.
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to that presented in Fig. 3. If the absorption is present (ε ̸= 0),589

then a clearer disentangling between thermoelastic and elastic590

steps begins to be visible. Let us refer now to the case when591

ε = 0.88 which is presented in Fig. 10. In this situation both592

the thermoelastic step and the thermal step are well separated,593

the amplitude of the elastic step is larger, while the amplitude594

of the thermal step is smaller than in Fig. 2, which correspond595

to experimental data. Actually, in some previous paper [7,10],596

the height of the simulated thermoelastic was smaller than the597

experimental one, so an inhomogenous photoexcitation could598

approach the simulated data to the experimental ones.599

In the right panel of Fig. 10, we present snapshots of the600

system at the maximum of the thermoelastic step and dur-601

ing the thermal step. Unlike in the homogenous case, in the602

situation of an inhomogenous photoexcitation, the thermal-603

ization of the lattice is already realized at the maximum of604

the elastic step. The sample is then divided into two distinct605

parts, with different spin states and temperature. Later on, the606

temperature will propagate to the rest of the sample, causing607

the gradual transition of other LS molecules to HS state,608

which is the thermal step. The increase of the temperature609

will be however attenuated due to the bath and therefore, the610

amplitude of the thermal step will be smaller.611

III. CONCLUSIONS612

In this paper, in the framework of the 2D and 3D613

mechanoelastic models considering the heat transfer between614

thermal bath, lattice and molecular spin state subsystems, we615

have successfully reproduced both the thermoelastic and the616

thermal increase of HS population after femtosecond photoex-617

citation. The out-of-equilibrium dependences of HS fraction618

evolution X (t ) on the strength of irradiation and also on the619

size of system are systematically studied, i.e., the faster re-620

lease of heat to the bath in the case of smaller systems is621

responsible for the absence of the thermal step which agrees622

with the observation in the case of nanoparticles in exper-623

iment. The present results, dealing with out-of-equilibrium624

thermalization and heat exchange between subsystems show625

that describing a complete out-of equilibrium dynamics from626

local molecular scale to macroscopic scale is complex. In627

addition to equilibration between subsystems propagating628

(elastic waves) and diffusive (heat) phenomena must be taken629

into account. Equally, a most realistic study should con-630

sider the propagation of the heat by avalanches of more631

correlated regions, as it was theoretical stated in a review 632

on the crackling noise in crystals, ferroelastic and porous 633

materials [53]. Within this aspect, it would be interesting to 634

determine a possible power law function describing the cur- 635

rent multiscale phenomena. Similar approaches can be applied 636

for other molecular systems with fast temperature variations 637

or for spin crossover systems heated by plasmonic nanode- 638

vices [54]. It should be also noted that in the current method, 639

the spin-transition is done by Monte Carlo sampling. Here 640

we assume that the spin transition itself is much faster than 641

the time scale of lattice motion. The spin transitions occur by 642

contact with the thermal bath. Thus the comparison between 643

the time scale of lattice motion and the that of contact with 644

the bath. In principle, the ratio may result in different aspects 645

of dynamics. This problem was studied by Nishino et al. [30], 646

but so far, in our recent works, we used the present scheme to 647

catch general aspects of dynamical phenomena. In the Monte 648

Carlo simulations, the effect of degeneracies of HS and LS is 649

treated in a thermodynamic approach, but not in a dynamical 650

way. This must be investigated more carefully in the future. 651

In principle, we may study the spin transition in the relation 652

of lattice dynamics [55], but several fundamental problems re- 653

main to be studied. Thus, in particular for studies of dynamical 654

properties, we should keep in mind these problems. But we 655

still believe that the present work captures many important 656

aspects of the system. 657
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